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As part of a new effort to investigate the learning and teaching of concepts in thermodynamics and 
electronics that are integral to both undergraduate physics and engineering programs, we have been 
examining student learning in electrical engineering and physics courses on circuits and electronics.  
Due to the considerable overlap in the content coverage, we have been able to administer the same 
(or similar) questions to students in both disciplines.  A major goal of this work is to investigate the 
impact of disciplinary context on the nature of student understanding, including the prevalence of 
specific difficulties.  This poster will focus on the concept of loading, which is critical for the design 
and analysis of circuits in all courses studied.   We highlight the observed difficulties and discuss their 
implications.

Abstract

Motivation and Overview
Student understanding of introductory electric circuits has received considerable attention by the 
physics education research (PER) community as well as the broader science education research 
community.  This work has contributed to the development of highly effective research-based 
instructional materials.  Thus far, however, little work has been done by either the PER or Engineering 
Education Research (EER) communities to examine student understanding of topics in analog 
electronics that are fundamental in upper-division courses. As such, the present investigation aims to:

• Document what students can and cannot do when analyzing basic loaded circuits, before and after 
instruction.
• Create and refine cross-disciplinary research tasks, with particular care to minimize and/or balance 
disciplinary bias
• Guide the development of instructional materials that transcend disciplinary boundaries.

Comparison Task 2: Results
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Loading  Task 1

Without considering the 20 kΩ resistor, the left half of each circuit forms a 1:2 voltage divider.  In 
circuit A, the 20 kΩ resistor does not appreciably contribute to the lower branch’s resistance 
since it is much larger than the 200 Ω resistor.  In circuit B, however, the 20 kΩ resistor drastically 
lowers the resistance of the branch, resulting in approximate voltage division of 50:1.
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Consider the circuits below.  Is the absolute value of the voltage across the 20k resistor in 
circuit A greater than, less than, or equal to that across the 20k resistor in circuit B?  Explain.

 V
A
 > V

B
 

As in Task 1, A is a 1:2 voltage divider, and the voltage across the 20kΩ resistor will be 4 V: V
A
= 4 V. 

In D, there is no current through (and thus no voltage across) the 20kΩ resistor due to the open 
switch: V

D
 = 0 and 4 V are dropped across the open switch.  In C, the reverse-biased diode is 

analogous to an open switch:  V
C
 = 0.  In B, the reverse-oriented battery is equivalent to the 4 V drop 

across the open switch in D; it thus follows from Kirchhoff’s laws that there is also no current 
through the 20 kΩ resistor in B:  V

B
 = 0.

Consider the circuits at 
right.  Rank, from largest to 
smallest, the absolute 
values of the voltages 
across the 20k resistors in 
circuits A-D.  If any voltages 
are equal in absolute value 
or are equal to zero, state so 
explicitly.  If you are unsure 
of how to analyze a circuit, 
please state so and do not 
include it in your ranking.  
Explain.
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Loading  Task 2

V
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B
 = V

C
 = V

D
 = 0

Overview of Investigation
This investigation has been conducted in the context of two junior-level electronics courses, one in 
Physics (PHY) and one in Electrical/Computer Engineering (ECE).  The courses are required for majors in 
both programs.  Pretests were administered during the first week of classes, and post-tests were 
administered during the last week.  The physics course covers a broad range of topics and builds on 
student understanding of introductory-level circuits, whereas the engineering course is mostly focused 
on a formal analysis of semiconductor devices and associated circuits. 

Exams

Course PHY 441 ECE 342
Enrollment 10-15 25-30

Text Galvez Sedra & Smith
Lecture 2 hr/week 3 hr/week

3 hr/week recitation

Laboratory
2 hr/week

 (formal lab reports)
2 hr/week 

(formal lab reports)
Homework occasional/pre-labs 2 assignments/month

2 exams 4 exams

In order to probe student understanding of the concepts of loading and voltage 
division, we administered a two-part question on a basic voltage divider circuit, a 

commonly used circuit in devices with a fixed voltage source.  Students were told to 
assume all components were ideal. 

Conclusions and Next Steps
• A signi�cant percentage of students struggle with voltage  
  division and loading after upper-division electronics 
  instruction.

• On Task 1, similar di�culties were observed in both courses, 
  but their prevalence seemed to depend on discipline.

• Follow-up studies, drawing on new questions and targeted 
  interviews, will explore the observed di�culties in greater 
  depth and will lead to greater statistical power.
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Loading Task 1:  Results

• Overall shift toward the correct answer in the physics course.
•  V

A
 = V

B
 responses more prevalent among engineering students whereas 

       V
A
 < V

B
 responses more prevalent among physics students.

•      Relative disciplinary prevalence of these rankings persists after instruction.

Pretest, 
matched data

ECE 
342

PHY 
441

VA > VB(Correct) 63% 56%
VA = VB 31% 19%
VA < VB 6% 25%

Post-test, 
matched data

ECE 
342

PHY 
441

VA > VB(Correct) 67% 75%
VA = VB 22% 6%
VA < VB 11% 19%

Student Reasoning

“Equal, based on voltage division, we know the proportions 
are [the] same, so the voltages are [the] same.” 

“Equal, the ratio between 1MΩ and 100Ω is the same ratio 
between 200Ω and 2 MΩ.” 

Equal Ratio Reasoning

Local Comparison Reasoning

Trends Observed

Tendency to compare only the leftmost resistors in each 
circuit (88% of V

A
= V

B
 pretest responses)

Tendency to compare only resistors in parallel in each 
circuit (60% of V

A
 < V

B
 pretest responses)

“The voltage across A 20kΩ is less than circuit B due to the 
2MΩ resistor having more resistance than the 200Ω resistor.” 

Persistent difficulties with open switches

Pre-instructional unfamiliarity with diode circuits

16% and 25% of all students pre and post instruction (respectively), 
did not rank V

D
 < V

A
; in addition, many others (23% pre, 19% post) 

did not explicitly state that V
D
 = 0.  

This is consistent with known difficulties with open circuits [1,2].

 On the pretest, approximately 2/3 of physics students and 1/3 of 
engineering students did not attempt to analyze the diode circuit, most 

indicating that they were unfamiliar with the device.

Post-instructional understanding of diode circuits

Similarity in student performance on the A/C and A/D comparisons 
suggests the development of a more robust understanding of diode 
circuits, in which a reverse-biased diode may be modeled as an open 

switch.

On the post-test, 50-70% of students were able to correctly rank circuit C.

“C = 0 since the diode will be back biased and no 
current will flow through the resistor.”

“Diode & open switch kill current through 20k branch.”

“I think    indicates a diode, but I’m unsure 
how to analyze that one.”


